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Abstract
Background and Objective: Fluid flow and heat transfer between two permeable walls are used to model a variety of porous surface
mechanisms ubiquitous in engineering and industry. This study deals with a numerical contribution in order to ensure a deeper
understanding of phenomena of heat and mass distributions inside a rectangular, porous industrial conduct. The investigation is restricted
to find a numerical solution of a two-dimensional flow driven by liquid withdrawal/addition also known as suction/injection through two
parallel porous walls which are accelerated and maintained at different temperatures. Materials and Methods:  By similarity
transformation, the Navier-Stokes equations and the energy equation describing mass and heat distributions inside the channel are
reduced to a nonlinear  boundary-value  problem  which is solved  applying  a  numerical  integration  based  on  the shooting method.
Results: The solution of the problem is expressed in terms of velocity components, temperature and pressure gradients between two
opposing permeable surfaces. Conclusion: It is found that positive wall accelerating parameters give the existence of flow reversal.
Boundary layers occur inside the channel with the growth of the injection Reynolds number at a fixed positive accelerating parameter
and by increasing the suction Reynolds number in the case of a fixed negative accelerating parameter. Thermal boundary layers take place
within the channel when the Péclet number approaches the values of 10 and -10 at fixed positive and negative accelerating parameters,
respectively.
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INTRODUCTION

Heat and mass distributions in industrial systems are
increasingly controlled using numerical approaches1-3. Fluid
flow within a porous channel is related to several applications
including filtration in petroleum industry, biopharmaceutical
industry and  in  water  industry4,5.  Many  scientists  interested
to characterize  the   phenomenon  of   fluid   distribution  in a 
two-dimensional   channel   use   the    solutions   of  the
Navier-Stokes equations.

Two types of geometrical configurations of the flow are
often encountered in industrial fluid dynamics, so the channel
may be rectangular or cylindrical. The dynamics of the fluid is
described relative to both geometrical configurations by
interpreting the solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations. The
Navier-Stokes equations for rectangular channel flows with
fixed porous walls are usually solved applying a similarity
method first introduced by Berman6 and extended by other
authors7-9. The theory of normal modes which is another type
of similarity method helps to investigate the temporal and the
spatial stabilities of steady-state solutions of the Navier-Stokes
equations9-12. The method of similarity solution is also used to
investigate the flows through cylindrical conducts13-15.

Studies of fluid flows incorporating thermal effects in the
both rectangular and cylindrical configurations using the
similarity approach reveal many rich hydrodynamic
structures16-20. In many cases, the flow is driven by suction or
injection through channels or tubes with fixed porous walls.
The consideration of the motion of the porous walls gives rise
to other interesting studies. In fact, the porous walls can move
orthogonally to the streamwise direction of the flow in order
to model slab rocket motors15,21. The problem of the porous
walls which move parallel to the streamwise direction with
heat transfer considering temperature-dependent thermal
conductivity is discussed in the present investigation.

In validating the similarity solutions recounted above,
investigators have often relied on numerical simulations.
Extensive experimental verifications have also been
accomplished. In fact, numerous laboratory experiments on
porous channel flows have been conducted by many
authors4,7,9,11.

The present study was aimed to highlight hydrodynamic
structures in terms of velocity components, pressure gradients
and temperature inside a symmetric channel with two equally
accelerating porous walls maintained at different
temperatures. To ensure a better understanding of the flow
and heat transfer under study, the mathematical model of the
problem  applying  a  similarity  transformation  technique  is
provided before the presentation and the discussion of
numerical results. The conclusion contains the main findings
of the study.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

An incompressible viscous fluid is in motion through two
horizontal porous walls distanced by 2a as shown in Fig. 1. The
origin is placed in the center of the channel and the length of
the porous walls measured in the streamwise direction is
taken to be greater than the width 2a. Despite the porous wall
finite length in the streamwise direction, it is common place to
assume infinite length in order to neglect the influence of the
opening  at  the  ends15,21.  The  channel  is  built  on the base
of a plane  Cartesian  coordinate  system   (x,  y),  where  x is
the axial or the  streamwise   coordinate;   y   denotes  the
transverse or the normal coordinate. The flow is assumed to
be two-dimensional, so the velocity field has components as
(Vx, Vy), where Vx is the streamwise or the axial velocity and Vy
is the transverse or the normal velocity. The two porous walls
are accelerated along the streamwise direction, such that the
velocity  of  fluid  particles  at  walls  Vx = Ex, varies linearly with

Fig. 1: Geometry of the channel showing the difference of temperature between the two accelerating porous walls. The plotted
streamlines represent the flow pattern of a symmetric similarity solution of the Navier-Stokes equations for the suction
problem
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the position x, where the quantity E is proportional to the wall
moving strength and its unit is 1/s. The temperature of the
cold wall situated at y = -a is Tmin and that of the hot wall
located at y = +a is Tmax. The rectangular channel admits a
midsection plane at y = 0 known as the open wall dividing the
flow domain into two identical parts. The variables describing
pressure and temperature within the channel are p and T,
respectively. Equal fluxes are established at boundaries with
V the fluid speed at walls positive for injection but negative for
suction. The constant physical properties of the fluid are the
specific mass D and the dynamic viscosity μ. Temperature-
dependent thermal conductivity is k and its value k0 at
temperature Tmin is taken as a reference value.

In the absence of body forces due to the fact that the
channel is horizontal and neglecting dissipation effects which
could occur inside the flow domain, the equations of motion
are obtained by applying the conservations of mass,
momentum and energy as in the following equations:
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where,  mass  conservation  is  described  by  the continuity 
Eq. 1, momentum conservation or the momentum equation
consists of the two Navier-Stokes Eq. 2 and 3, energy
conservation is described by Eq. 4. Taking into account the
geometrical configuration of the problem, the boundary
conditions are given by:
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The boundary conditions at y = ±a, express the
temperature of the hot wall Tmax, that of the cold wall Tmin, the
fluid injection/suction speed Vy = ±V and the velocity of the
walls Vx = Ex. More precisely, the walls which move parallel to
the  streamwise   direction   are  accelerated  as  their  velocity

varies with the position x. The boundary conditions,
establish the symmetry inside thex

y

V
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channel with respect to the midsection plane, also known as
the open wall at temperature Tmax/2.

It is convenient at this stage to generate some control
parameters which help in discussing the dynamic behavior of
the flow under study. These control numbers derive from the
nondimensional formulation of the governing equations of
the problem. Indeed, dimensionless variables for lengths,
velocity components, pressure, temperature and thermal
conductivity are introduced as follows:
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The governing equations written in terms of the above
dimensionless variables become:
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where, the Reynolds number R =  D (Ea+V)a/µ and the Péclet
number P = D (Ea+V)a/k0 assumed positive for injection and
negative for suction are introduced. The boundary conditions
associated with Eq. 7-10 are derived:

(11)
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u
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u , v ( 1), C 0 for  -1

       


    

        

The dimensionless quantity γ = Ea/(Ea + V) is the wall
accelerating parameter. It is important at this stage to note
that  γ<0  corresponds  to  decelerating  porous  walls,  while
γ>0 deals with accelerating porous walls and γ  = 1 is the case
of a channel flow with accelerating walls in the absence of
porosity. In addition, γ = 0 corresponds  to  fixed  porous  walls.
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The incompressibility of the fluid gives the existence of a
stream function f n. The prescription of the stream function
into the governing equations is accompanied by a new
function S describing the energy distribution. In addition, to
complete the statement of the problem, a functional
dependence of nondimensional thermal conductivity on
temperature κ(S) is required. Thus, the following
transformations are adopted:

(12)
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where,  ψ  denotes  the  stream  function  per  unit length and
ψ(1) = d ψ/dη. The non dimensional parameter $ = dκ/dS
depends on the fluid properties and on the temperature
difference between the walls and is a measure of the
sensitivity of thermal conductivity to the variations of
temperature. Equation 12 derived  from  a  similarity 
technique  to  solve the differential Eq. 7-11. However, other
methods to find the solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations
and the energy equation exist. Indeed, another approach
could consist to determine the velocity components and
temperature directly without introducing functions ψ and S.
In the present study, the solutions are the ones that assume
that the similarity properties (Eq. 12) are satisfied and the
objective of this study is only  to  analyze  solutions  given  by 
the  transformations (Eq. 12).

Applying the similarity properties (Eq. 12), the non
dimensional continuity  Eq. 7 is self satisfied. By taking the curl
of the momentum equation, function ψ satisfies the vorticity
transport equation, while function Ω describes the similarity
energy equation as follows:
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The  boundary  conditions  corresponding  to  functions
ψ  and Ω  are given:
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with  and . Equation 13-15(i) i id / d    (i) i id / d   

represent a nonlinear boundary-value problem. Pressure
terms which have disappeared while taking the curl of the
momentum equation, can now be yielded by introducing the
similarity properties (Eq. 12) into Eq. 8 and 9. These pressure
terms are given by:
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It appears that the axial pressure gradient per unit length
A as expressed in Eq. 16 is constant through the channel since
it is equivalent to the integral of the left hand side of the
vorticity (Eq. 13) at a given Reynolds number. Thus, a major
attention is focused on the transverse pressure gradient Q
defined in Eq. 17.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The rapidly converging shooting method20,21 is used to
obtain the numerical solution of the problem defined through
Eq.  13-15.  Since  the  channel  admits a midsection plane at
η = 0, the numerical integration is performed in two stages.
The first stage consists to find  the  solutions  on  the  interval
[-1, 0] and the second stage is about the solutions relative to
the interval [0, 1]. In each stage, a coupled nonlinear two-point
boundary-value problem is solved between an  open  wall  at
0 = 0 and a rigid accelerating porous wall at 0 = ±1 as shown
through the boundary conditions. By combining results of the
two stages, the complete solution corresponding to the
interval [-1, 1] is derived.

The effects of positive and negative values of the
accelerating parameter on the streamwise velocity per unit
length u/χ are compared in Fig. 2a. Indeed, when the
parameter  γ  is  positive,  the  flow  is  completely  reversed
around the center of the channel in the cases of suction and
injection. More precisely, flow reversal is a phenomenon
where the velocity is in the opposite direction to the primary
flow. In this study, the velocity primarily obeys u/χ > 0, so the
reverse corresponds to instances where u/χ<0. On the other
hand, the suction or the mass withdrawal phenomenon is
characterized by negative values of the Reynolds number,
while positive values of R deal with injection or the mass
addition process within the channel.

With the increase of the injection Reynolds number at a
fixed positive γ, the reverse flow is reduced around the middle
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Fig. 2(a-b): Streamwise velocity per unit length, (a) At fixed positive and negative wall accelerating parameters for various
Reynolds numbers and (b) At fixed injection and suction Reynolds numbers for various values of the wall accelerating
parameter

Fig. 3(a-b): Normal  velocity, (a) At fixed positive and negative wall accelerating parameters for various Reynolds numbers and
(b) At fixed injection and suction Reynolds numbers for various values of the wall accelerating parameter

of the flow domain and a boundary layer takes place. More
precisely, at a fixed positive accelerating parameter, the
dynamics of the fluid begins with a reverse type flow to a
typical boundary layer type flow when the Reynolds number
increases as found by Fang and Zhang22 while studying a
viscous flow between two stretchable disks in the absence of
wall permeation. For a negative fixed parameter γ, Fig. 2a
shows that the backward flow disappears in the
neighborhood of the middle of the flow field and a boundary
layer takes place by  increasing  the  suction  Reynolds
number. The similar behavior revealed in the distribution of
the  streamwise  velocity  per  unit  length  both  for  positive
and   negative   accelerating   parameters   is   that,   function
u/χ increases with the  growth  of  the  Reynolds  number in

the  neighborhood  of  the  center  of  the  channel  but
decreases near the walls.

The effects of fixed suction and injection Reynolds
numbers for different values of the  accelerating   parameter
γ  on the streamwise velocity per unit length are superposed
in Fig. 2b. In this figure, boundary layers appear by increasing
γ in the case of a fixed injection Reynolds number and by
decreasing γ  for a fixed suction Reynolds number. In addition,
for fixed suction and injection, the streamwise velocity per
unit length decreases with the growth of the parameter γ
around the middle of the flow domain but increases in the
neighborhood of the walls.

The normal velocity as plotted in Fig. 3a presents some
regions where it exceeds its values  at  walls.  In  these  regions,
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Fig. 4(a-c): Normal pressure gradient, (a) At fixed positive and negative wall accelerating parameters for various Reynolds
numbers, (b) In the case of suction-driven flow for various values of the wall accelerating parameter and (c) In the case
of injection-driven flow for various values of the wall accelerating parameter

the normal velocity overshoots as described in the studies of
Brady23 and Majdalani and Zhou24. These regions take place by
increasing the suction Reynolds number at a fixed positive
parameter g when flow reversal is dominant in the center of
the channel and by increasing the injection Reynolds number
at a fixed negative accelerating parameter. In the case-at-
hand, when the boundary layer occurs at a positive fixed
parameter γ = +2, Fig. 3a shows that the normal velocity
approaches its  expected  law  for  an  inviscid  injection  flow 
(v = η)25,26 and for an inviscid suction flow at a negative fixed
accelerating parameter γ = -2 (v = -3η). It follows that, the
normal velocity reveals a linear law with the appearance of the
boundary layer.

At fixed suction and injection Reynolds numbers, the
normal velocity takes different values near the walls for various
parameters γ as shown in Fig. 3b. This figure also highlights

the fact that great variations of function v occur in the case of
suction at positive values of γ and in the case of injection at
negative values of the accelerating parameter.

The normal pressure gradient as presented in Fig. 4a is
very sensitive to a negative fixed accelerating parameter
which causes important variations of function Q(η) compared
to those observed in the case of a positive fixed g for different
values of the Reynolds number. In addition, the normal
pressure gradient reveals an oscillatory behavior within the
channel which disappears with the appearance of the
boundary layer. This behavior is in accordance with the
velocity distribution due to momentum conservation. The
comparison of the effects of fixed suction and injection
Reynolds numbers on the normal pressure gradient as the
parameter γ takes different values is made in Fig. 4b, c. These
figures show that, the boundary layer tends to cancel function
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Fig. 5(a-d): Temperature under different suction/injection Reynolds numbers at P = ± 1, (a) For γ =+2, $ = +0.3, (b) For γ  = +2,
$ = -0.5, (c) For γ = -2, $ = 0.5 and (d) For γ = -2, $ = -0.3

Q(η) and important oscillations are observed in the case of
suction for positive accelerating parameters and in the case of
injection for negative values of the parameter γ.

It appears from Fig. 5 that the variations of temperature
are not very sensitive to the changes happening with respect
to the suction Reynolds number at fixed γ, $  and P  because
for different negative values of R, function S is presented as a
same constant curve. This observation is the same for different
injection Reynolds numbers at fixed γ, $ and P. However,
thermal behaviors differ by the sign of the Reynolds number
since Fig. 5 shows that the curves corresponding to suction
are well distinguishable from those corresponding to injection.
Figure 6 shows that the Péclet number influences enough the
distribution of temperature inside the channel. Indeed, the
increase of the injection Péclet number at a fixed positive
accelerating   parameter   gives   the   existence  of  a  thermal

boundary layer as shown in Fig. 6a. This thermal boundary
layer which appears when the injection Péclet number
approaches the value of 10 manifests itself as a horizontal
large inflection area. Similarly, when the suction Péclet
number approaches the value of -10, the thermal boundary
layer takes place at a fixed negative accelerating parameter
according to Fig. 6b. The curves that highlight the thermal
boundary layer present two concavities. The first concavity
situated in the region -1<η<0 is turned towards the stocking
and the second concavity in the region 0<η<1 is turned
towards the top.

Despite the consideration of temperature-dependent
thermal conductivity in this study, the results presented in
light of Fig. 5 and 6 show that thermal behaviors are similar to
those described in the case of constant thermal conductivity27.
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Fig. 6(a-b): Temperature under different suction/injection Péclet numbers at R = ± 5, (a) For γ = +2, $ = +1 and (b) γ = -2, $ = +1

CONCLUSION

Fluid flow and heat transfer processes within a symmetric
channel with two accelerating porous walls kept at different
temperatures are modeled using the continuity, the Navier-
Stokes and the energy equations. The solution is expressed in
terms of a similarity variable for velocity components, as well
as temperature. The results from the numerical integration
show the dominance of the backward flow around the middle
of the channel in the case of a fixed positive wall accelerating
parameter. This backward flow also known as flow reversal
diminishes with the increase of the injection Reynolds number
and disappears in the case of a fixed negative wall
accelerating parameter. Boundary layers take place inside the
channel by increasing the injection Reynolds number while
the parameter γ is positive and with the growth of the suction
Reynolds number at a negative fixed value of γ. These
boundary layers induce inviscid injection and suction flows
and cancel the oscillations of the normal pressure gradient
within the flow domain. Thermal boundary layers which
manifest themselves as large horizontal inflection areas within
the channel occur when the injection Péclet number
approaches the value of 10 at a fixed positive parameter γ  and
when the suction Péclet number tends to -10 at a fixed
negative accelerating parameter.
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